Abstract-Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is opening new horizons in biometrics-based authentication field and finger vein recognition is the prominent one which can provide the best possible security system depending on this aforementioned technology. In this paper, we used 5 convolutional layers and 4 fully-connected layers where our developed network has shown the capability to produce the result with almost 100% accuracy rate which became possible due to the fact that deep learning, an end-to-end system is used which performs better in a lot of aspects in comparison to conventional techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
An outstanding growth of recognition systems based on human biometric features which are unique such as finger vein, retina, face etc. are getting the most attention in the field of research as the necessity of private data security has risen. Finger vein recognition is more secure than other authentication systems since chances of theft, loss or deception is less, because finger veins of any two people (even twins) are not same, over time grownup people's finger vein remains same as well as it varies from person to person fingers [1] . Finger Vein Recognition system proves to be most promising among all biometric identification traits. This system functions by comparing vein patterns of subjects against pre-enlisted pattern stored in a database. Vein of a finger is shaped by blood vessel network which is presented beneath the skin in a wide range [2] Lighting conditions play a vital role in order to acquire a person's finger vein images from his specific finger. Finger vein image acquisition procedure in this work is nonintrusive and implemented using Near-Infrared (NIR) lighting on the finger. The reason behind using NIR imaging technique is the low visibility of finger veins under normal lighting conditions. There are three types of layers inside our skin known as the epidermis, dermis and hypodermis, Fig.1 shows the part of the skin. Epidermis does not contain any blood vessels while it is the first point of contact with the image capturing device. Diffusion takes place in the second layer which is vital for supplying nutrition and hypodermis which comprises of muscle and bone consists of arteries, nerves, veins and fat cells. The depth of hypodermis and dermis ranges between 0.6 to 3mm.
Maximum hypodermal thickness can be in the focal point of the finger which runs between 0 -3mm. Profundity in the middle of the layers is essential as light is expected to reach in the most profound conceivable layer with a specific end goal to get images [3] . When light traveling through the tissue, it reaches distinct depths and it spreads various wavelengths Fig 2. Wavelengths of the visible light the range between 400nm-700nm while the range of infrared light is 700nm to 10 6 nm. Light with wavelengths of 300nm to 400nm can manage how to get to just the epidermal and dermal layers of the skin however sadly, these layers don't contain any veins. As infrared light consists of wavelength more than 700nm, thus it is able to reach areas where finger veins exist. Finger veins or blood vessels carry elements [3] such as hemoglobin which is the reason why infrared light gets absorbed and can appear on camera.
Conventional systems perform finger vein recognition, based on four steps: Image acquisition of finger vein, preprocessing, feature extraction of those finger vein images and matching finger vein using stored images.
Ensuring higher recognition accuracy is the key to success in security systems based on biometric data. The finger vein recognition system's primary stage is to collect finger vein images appropriately for further processing on these images. A few contributing factors for producing results with lower accuracy includes erroneous detection of the region of interest in the vein image, poor quality of the image itself resulting in the faulty recognition of veins. Even though good input image quality is confirmed but it is still possible to give lower results produced due to the choice of recognition mechanism. Non-training based methods were popular before CNN had introduced. Using CNN which is a training-based method, increased accuracy rates in finger vein recognition system became possible and reduced erroneous results significantly.
The rest of the paper is structured as followed: In Section 2, related works discussed. In Section 3, the proposed method explained in two steps. In Section 4, the results of experimentation given. In Section 5, issues and future prospects discussed and finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, we will describe both non-training based conventional and training based deep learning methods for finger vein recognition.
Finger vein identification system presented by She Liu [4] where recognition of finger vein is based on image manifold learning as well as for feature extraction it used principal component analysis (PCA) and orthogonal neighborhood preserving projections (ONPP) methods. Another method, demonstrated by F Guan [5] , which successfully obtains features from a finger vein image in an efficient way and it is called Bi-Directional Weighted Modular B2DPCA (BWMB2DPCA). In this method, the nearest neighbor classifier is used which is an efficient process for differentiating between two finger vein images. Overall combining the optimal features of a modular method and including eigenvalues with an improvement of BWMB2DPCA was implemented in this work. Harsha P, Subhashini C [6] proposed a method where fractal dimension and wavelet transform are used for segmentation and extract features from the vein images wavelet transform is used as a classifier. In this method, the system was divided into three hardware modules with different purposes where finger vein image collection is done by image acquisition module, mainboard with embedded microcontroller chip (flash memory) and the purpose of executing vein image recognition is done by communication port which also established contact with the peripheral device. Damavandinejadmonfared's algorithm is known as Kernel Entropy Component Analysis (KECA) [7] whereas a classifier Euclidian distance calculation is used and to prove the effectiveness a comparison is also established between the proposed KECA and Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Miura stablished line tracking and maximum curvature method [8] and accomplished a great result. Mismatch ratio was on average 2.83%. Here, fig 4, 5 & 6 shows the original image, it's region of interest (ROI) and maximum curvature method respectively. In image preprocessing, to improve the quality of acquired images processed by removing noises, image enhancement technique, image segmentation and thinning of the images. Image enhancement basically sharpens, brighten the images to extract the key features in future. Some well-known image enhancement techniques are filtering the image, image fusion and histogram equalization etc. However, the main intention is to extract the region of interest (ROI) which means eliminating the background so that we can focus on only the finger veins. Without preprocessing, defining biometric characteristics need complex mathematical models [9] [10]. The above techniques have used traditional methods whereas Syafeeza used LeNet-5 and Wenjie Liu used Alexnet based network to recognize the finger vein [11] [12] . To improve the detection capability of earlier systems, this paper [13] proposed a training based convolutional neural network (CNN) and find out outstanding results.
There are three types of training procedures in deep learning. (a) training a network from scratch (b) train existing network using transfer learning (c) to perform a semantic segmentation train an existing system [14] Alexnet, VGG16, GoogleNet, LeNet which is pre-trained net and these networks can be modified using transfer learning process. The following (Fig 7) shows the architecture of a convolutional neural network. In a CNN, basically there are three types of layers as follows:
a) Convolution layer:
Let's assume that an image and a filter's height, width, and depth denote as N×N×d and F×F×d respectively. Toward the convolution layer of that image, we should run that filter which started from the top left corner and ended to the bottom right corner. Here, each position's weight is counted and the sum of the pixels measured as W T X + b, b=1 is known as bias and W is weight. Another additional term is a stride(s) which indicates the number of positions in each step moves. Generally, s=1 but it can be more than 1. Now, output size (O) will be, O = (N-F)/S +1
b) Pooling layer:
Image size decreased via conducting nonlinear downsampling which known as pooling layer.
c) Fully-connected layer:
After completing the convolution and pooling layers, the last step is the fully-connected layer where a particular pixel recognized as a discrete neuron simply like a basic neural network system.
III. FIGER VEIN RECOGNITION PROCESS

A. Image Acquisition and Creating a database
Finger vein image acquisition can be captured by a line of multiple LEDs which can be adjusted until the desired lighting condition is achieved. However, Self-adaptive illuminance control system [15] can automatically control the illumination condition of the images.
The finger vein image acquisition method can be three ways: (a)Transmission principle imaging: In this case, the finger will be in between the camera and the near-infrared LED or, light source. This image quality is higher and used largely because the outside environmental interference is less.
The equipment can be adjusted due to acquiring a decent image such as a useless part of the fingertip can be removed or adjust a hole to get the light accurately. [2] (b)Reflection Principle Imaging: Both light source and camera remains one side of the finger and captures images but natural light interferes more in this case, so the quality of the image is not high enough. Here, the images are an output of the lights reflection, however, to improve the image quality LED and LD both light sources can be used. (c) Two-way radiation Imaging: In this case, near-infrared light sources come from both side of the finger and camera will be at the bottom side of the finger. However, the finger vein recognition result is directly connected to image quality [10] [16] .
If a finger is in front of a CCD or CMOS camera, both of them can capture finger vein images when light passes through the veins of the finger, however, CCD captures fewer noises than CMOS. Besides, for lighting, we can use the NIR laser diode or LED. Though, NIR-LED can take images in more details than LED [9] Due to the lack of publicly available databases of finger vein images, we created a new database named 'DB6' in which, training and testing images stored in two different folders named 'imAcqTrain' and 'imAcqTest'. In the 'imgAcqTrain' folder (Fig 8) , there are 12 sub-folders where each of these folders consists of 100 finger vein images, collected from the index and middle finger of both the hands of three individuals who have volunteered for our work belongs to 25-30 age group. Similarly, 'imgAcqTest' folder contains the same folder structure, the only difference is that each of the sub-folder consists of 30 finger vein images showed in fig 9. To train the CNN, data from 'imgAcqTrain' used, while 'imgAcqTest' folder's data used for testing purpose. Accomplishing the work in MATLAB, all the sub-folders were labeled by following a naming convention which is hand_index/middle_person. Before creating the dataset, we had to customize the camera equipment according to our need so that it fulfills the purpose of this work. With the aim to do that, we have removed the IR filter from a USB web camera which consists of 2.1mm wide angle lens. A finger resting base created in between the camera and the nearinfrared led light where a person can put his finger. After the finger kept in the base area, images of the finger are captured using transmission principle imaging where those images are stored as 747 by 366 resolution.
B. Network Architecture of Convolutional Neural Network
The initial step of our procedure is to gather finger vein images and we obtained our pictures using a transmission imaging technique. The second step, detecting features of finger vein images by using convolution layer wherein each image a set of convolutional filters used, pooling decreases the number of parameters by non-linear downsampling, rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) eliminates the negative values to zero and holds the positive values which make the training faster. The third step, classification layer means fully-connected layers and softmax. In a fully-connected layer network can predict the number of classes and softmax function makes available to give the classification output. The last step is predicted class which is the output (Fig 10) .
In Table 1 , there are five convolutional layers and four fully-connected layers where Input images used in each experiment consists of 227*227*3 pixels which resized from 747*366*3. The first layer in the network (CONV1) convolutes the input image first then does ReLU, normalization, and max-pooling sequentially. The same process will be repeated for CONV2 and CONV5 in the same manner as CONV1 while for CONV3, CONV4 later convolution only ReLU is done. In term of filters used in each of the convolutional layers, for CONV1 and CONV2 respectively 11*11 filter and 5*5 filter used and for the rest of the convolutional layers 3*3 filter is used. Three maxpooling layers used to include 3*3 filters and four fullyconnected layers applied in this network which is fc6, fc7, fc8_1 and fc8_2 where for fc6 and fc7 after the layers ReLU and dropout used on the other hand after fc8_1 ReLU used and softmax is used after fc8_2. After dropout of 50% from each of the fc6 and fc7 layer, ReLU applied in fc8_1 and computation of probability using a function called softmax in fc8_2 gives an output which corresponds to the four types of classes.
IV. PERFORMANCE OF EXPERIMENTS
To measure the image accuracy based on our training data, we practiced with four types of finger vein images at a time. Minibatch size indicates subgroups of train data at a time processed on GPU and a full pass of the whole training method with complete training dataset is known as an epoch. In Table- st , 2 nd , and 6 th experiment get 99.17%,94.17%, and 91.67% accuracy, however, 2 nd , 4 th , and 5 th experiment get 100% accuracy which is a great achievement.
In this research work, CNN training was done using stochastic gradient descent method (SGDM) where the optimal weight is used to reduce the differences between calculated output and desired output. The training dataset was divided into several mini-batch sizes and one epoch Therefore, the overall accuracy of the test data will be the proportion of total correct prediction and total prediction. Accuracy = total number of correct prediction/ total prediction= TP+TN/TP+TN+FP+FN
The objective of this work is matching finger vein images from 'imgAcqTest' dataset with 'imgAcqTrain' using CNN. If the accuracy is high then the validity of correct finger vein recognition will be ensured. Here, we have done six experiments using a variety of epoch count and mini-batch sizes while establishing demographics for each of the experiments on accuracy against the number of iterations.
The first experiment resulted in 99.17% accuracy in the fig.  11 where the number of epochs 30, mini-batch size 128 and the number of training images used 400 which holds the data from the trained four classes are passed into the neural network where execution time is 204s.
In the second experiment fig. 12 , we increased the epochs to 35 while mini-batch size and total training images are kept as it is which resulted in 100% accuracy, indicating that increase in the number of epochs results in higher accuracy rate and execution time is 228s which is higher than Experiment 1.
Now for the third experiment fig. 13 , we decreased the training dataset to 200 and increased the epoch while the minibatch size was kept the same which is 128. This resulted in an accuracy of 94.17% which is the lowest among the first three experiments. So, we cannot imply that just from increasing epochs will result in better accuracy. However, execution time is 206s.
In the fourth experiment fig. 14 minibatch size was decreased to 64 which was not previously done and the number of epochs was decreased as well while the dataset was kept the same. Although results came in with 100% accuracy from the decrease of values compared to previous experiments it took the longest time 1670s to process which shows reducing certain values may increase accuracy but it won't be an optimal solution. Now in the fifth experiment fig. 15 , again we took the whole dataset which is 400 images while decreasing the epoch to just 3 and minibatch size to 10 which resulted in 100 accuracies taking lowest processing time 42s among the experiments.
In the last of our experiment fig. 16 , we decreased the dataset samples to 200 again while increased the epoch and minibatch size slightly from the fifth experiment resulting in 91.67% accuracy which is the lowest accuracy rate among all the experiments but execution time is 44s. Considering all the experimental results we can see that if minibatch size remains the highest among the experiments and the number of epoch is increased slightly then accuracy and time taken to process the data is increased as in the experiment 1 and experiment 2. If the total training image is halved and epoch is increased more while minibatch size is kept the same then accuracy decreases so does the processing time as in the experiment 3. If minibatch size is decreased by half from the previous size and epoch count is decreased as well while training dataset are kept halved as the previous experiment then accuracy is highest although processing time increases too in experiment 4. If minibatch size is decreased by more than half and epoch count is low compared to previous experiments while all of the training images are processed then accuracy shows in the experiment 6, minibatch size and epoch is increased slightly from the previous experiment while training images are taken by half of the total which gives less than the previous accuracy and time taken to process is slightly increased as well. So, we can conclude from the above analysis that smaller minibatch size and epoch yields the best result with less time, for this research which is experiment 5.
V. CONCLUSION
In order to fulfill our purpose of this paper which is finger vein recognition, we have applied the convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithm. Using this method, we have achieved an outstanding 100% accuracy rate which is a feat in itself compared to the results achieved through other traditional methods. A system as vigorous as CNN is significant for biometric security-based finger vein recognition. However, we would like to experiment and work with networks such as GoogLeNet, VGGNet, ZFNet in future. While working on this system, we came to understand that it is utmost necessary to implement the system on a stable and valid dataset, which is difficult to obtain due to few publicly accessible databases. So, it is necessary to establish a dataset which will possess a large amount of accessible data. 
